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January 9, 2023 Meeting Minutes 

 
The Town of Bethel Planning Board held a Work Session on Monday, January 9, 2023 at 7:00 
PM at the Dr. Duggan Community Center, 3460 State Route 55, White Lake, New York. A regular 
meeting followed on Monday, January 9, 2023 at 7:30 PM. On the agenda at that time was the 
following, 
 
In attendance were the following: James Crowley, Chairman, Daniel Gettel, Vice Chairman, Steve 
Simpson, David Slater, Michael Cassaro, Wilfred Hughson, Robert Yakin, Timothy Blais, 
Alternate, Glenn Smith, Engineer, Michele Babcock, Attorney, Daniel Sturm, Supervisor, Vicky 
Vassmer-Simpson, Chairwoman, Kaitlen Madison, Code Enforcement Officer, Bette Jean Gettel, 
Building Inspector. 
 
Excused:  
 

1. Public Hearing for a reapproval of an Application for a Site Plan from 2013 for White 
Lake Mansion. Located at tax map # 35.-5-2.1, Route 17 B and ST RTE 55. 
 

James Crowley:  Welcome everybody. I'd like to mention we have a full board, our council, 
Michele Babcock to the left of me, Glenn Smith, our engineer, our recording secretary, Christy 
Flynn, our Code Enforcement Office, Kaitlen Madison, Councilwoman Vicky Vassmer Simpson, 
Supervisor Dan Sturm and BJ Gettel. 
 
BJ Gettel: They cannot hear you in the back.  You have to speak up. 

 
James Crowley: We are going to have a public hearing for a reapproval of an application for a 
site plan from 2013 for White Lake Mansion, located at tax map number 33.-5-2.1 Route 17 B and 
State Route 55. So at this small time, and like somebody to entertain a motion that we close our 
regular meeting and go into a public hearing on this issue. 
 
Steve Simpson: I’ll make a motion. 
 
Daniel Gettel: I’ll second it. 
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Motion to Close the regular meeting and open the Public Hearing by Steve Simpson, 
second by Daniel Gettel.  
 

 
All in favor: 8     Opposed: 0     Agreed and Carried 
 
James Crowley: So, Jacob, if you want just give a review of what's going on to the public. 
 
Jacob Billig: We can. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Can everyone hear me? Okay, great. I'm used 
to speaking in a courtroom. My name is Jacob Billig. I'm with the firm Billig, Loughlin, and Silver 
and I represent the applicants. As you heard the Chairman say, initially, the particular project that 
we have the public hearing on tonight was approved by this board in 2013. And was also…. The 
approvals were extended by this board up until 2016. So, this was a project that the Planning 
Board approved and extended those approvals, as I've indicated. Additionally, this particular 
project received variances, area variances for the three buildings. There were height variances 
that were already granted by the town's Zoning Board of Appeals, and also the Town of Bethel by 
resolution extended the sewer service to the property that was done during the prior approval. 
The applicant that I represent is looking to build this project exactly as it was approved back in 
2013, and extended by this board on two or three occasions to 2016. 

 
Jacob Billig: They want to build it the exact same way. So let me give you a little bit of an overview. 
I'm here with Kenneth Ellsworth. Kenneth Ellsworth is the engineer for the project, and he'll also 
give you some overview after I'm done. Basically, it's a hotel. It's a hotel located in an area, which 
is why the board approved it. It's as of right, the zoning of the town allows this particular project 
to be built in the location that is being built, and it meets all of the setback requirements and all 
the other bulk table requirements, which is why, again, the board approved it. 
 
Jacob Billig: It's three buildings as you can see, two of them are 16,500 sq. ft., one building in the 
front is 10,250 sq. ft. There is a total of 70, I’m sorry, 72 rooms in the entire project. There will be 
a banquet room as well as a restaurant. There will be some offices, which can be used either by 
the guests or for other commercial purposes. There's adequate parking, etcetera on the property. 
As part of this board's action to reapprove the project, they sent out notices to the Department of 
Transportation, to the County, for what's called a 239 review. 
 
Jacob Billig: We recently got letters today, both from the County and from the DOT. I can tell you 
that the comments that the DOT raised back in 2012 were essentially the same exact comments 
that they made in 2022, 10 years later. In in a few minutes, we'll tell you how we're going to 
address those comments with respect to the traffic issues. County of Sullivan was… their 
comment to us was that there were some invasive plants that they didn't want in our landscaping 
plan. 

 
Jacob Billig: So, we're very happy. We're making a record to this board that pursuant to the 
County's comments, we will not use those types of plants. We will change our landscaping plan 
to use indigenous plants from the area, which will satisfy the County's request. 

 
Jacob Billig: Additionally, we've already amended our environmental assessment form pursuant 
to the requests of the town's engineer and the County of Sullivan. We've updated that, and we'll 
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be making a formal submission to the board about that. As I've said, this will be using a sewer 
from the town. There will be private wells, there'll be a water system that will be wells.  And we 
would like to think, you know, the developer, that building a hotel in this location at 17B makes 
some sense given the changes in the area, Bethel Woods concerts, more people coming up to 
the area.  They think a hotel is a good investment on their part. So that's why they're moving 
forward with that. So maybe Kenneth, you can come up and just kind of address a little bit more 
specifics on the site plan and some of the other issues. 

 

Kenneth Ellsworth: Hi, Ken Ellsworth with the Keystone Associates. You'll notice that the name 
on the plans is Passero Associates. They were the original engineers. We have come in as 
they've, they've declined to move forward with a new owner. So, we've come in and we're taking 
over this project. But as Jacob was saying, most of the job was designed. There are a few things 
that we have to change, new regulations, and I've gone over those briefly here. So, the SWPPP, 
the Storm Water Plan has to be revised. They had one in 2013, but the regulations changed, so 
we're in the process of redoing that to analyze all the storm water from the site and control that. 
 
Kenneth Ellsworth: We have to have a highway work permit from the DOT. We have to have a 
highway work permit from Sullivan County. The entrance for 17B is here and the entrance out on 
the county road is here. We’re working on having that entrance be just for deliveries, not an 
entrance that would be for the public. The Fire Department, we're working with them. We're going 
to be working with them to do a dry hydrant at the site.  As Jacob just said, this is going to be 
wells for public water supply, but we want to have the ability to have a hydrant on our site. There'll 
be a dry hydrant here, dry hydrant here, so they can pump water across, under the road so they 
don't have lines on the road to help in case of a fire. Some of the comments from the County, the 
landscaping plan needs to be revised, or, as Jacob said, there's some species of plant that are 
now invasive or on the invasive list, so that's going to get changed. The driveway will get revised. 
It is a two-entrance driveway now, it will go to a single entrance, and will probably move more to 
the east to not complicate the property line, to the west. The entrance on the county road there's 
some work to do there for site distance. We're going to take some site distance measurements, 
see if it has proper distances, and revise that road if necessary. Possible, sign driveway ahead, 
but as I said, we're going to limit the access to just deliveries, so the public won't be using that. 

 
Kenneth Ellsworth: That'll help If they're short sentences. Let's see certain sentences. You have 
lighting, there's more detail that has to happen with lighting. We're showing lights in the parking 
lot. They showed lights in the parking lot, but the fixtures haven't been picked out. Those will be 
dark sky fixtures that shed all the light to the ground, so that we're not a glow with the nighttime, 
with lighting. So that'll be changed. I think that is it…Oh, provisions for a couple of electric charging 
stations as a recommendation by the County. Thank you. 
 
James Crowley: Thank you. 
 
Jacob Billig: So, we look forward to your comments. I'm sure some of you were here to make 
comments about this project back in 2012 when the board was undergoing its review. So, we look 
forward to hearing what you have to say now and take into consideration, so that the project is 
designed and built in such a way that it'll harmonize with the area. So, I don't know what else... 
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James Crowley: Christy you have the list of the people who wish to speak? 
 
Christy Flynn: Yes. 
 
James Crowley:  You want to start by calling them up, and we will address the public comment. 
 
Christy Flynn: Susan Bunce. 
 
Susan Bunce: Hey, hi everybody. Thank you for this opportunity. My name is Sue Bunce. I live in 
the Hamlet. Some of you might know me by my maiden name, which is Szabo. We used to be 
the good old White Lake Citgo on the corner. Just support for today, as I was part of the 
comprehensive plan back in the day, planning and also the resulting Hamlet Commercial district 
in the new zoning that went into place. So, I am aware of, you know, that. I also, as Jacob alluded, 
you know, was here for the original approvals for the site as well, going back to the current owner, 
right? It’s still the same owner? So, I have some understanding on what we were talking about 
then and now. So just to refresh our memories, you know, I raised a couple of questions at that 
time, which included the effect on the water table and the capacity of the sewer line, especially 
during peak use time of the no proposed resort. Hearing now that we don't have a specific plan 
for the new potential owners, I'm wondering what the potential owners would say to that same 
question. You know, what do you foresee your occupancy being? When will it be used? And will 
it be taxing on these services that I mentioned? I would argue that pacing approval for a new 
project, which I absolutely consider, this a new project, without the same care and scrutiny that 
you guys did the first time around, you know, it's not in the best interest of the community, and 
opens up the inevitability of varying from the original intent and basis without approval. 
  
Susan Bunce: So please, you know that. And I would also suggest that two entities, especially 
when they're unrelated, will inherently have differences in their plans. It's just like, you know, I'm 
planning my kitchen, my sister's planning her kitchen, there's no way our two kitchens will ever 
be the same based on the same square footage. So, the town needs to do their due diligence, as 
in the original site plan approval would be based on, in my opinion, the new ownership plans. 

 
Susan Bunce: You just can't say, we're going to do what they did. I don't really feel that's 
acceptable. And, in either case, you know, how will the Town insure it adheres to the requirements 
throughout each step of the process, whichever way you go. You know, who is going to be? You 
know, looking at that original vision, if there are really going to be no changes, what, you know, 
what part of the town will be making sure that it is, you know, what it was approved as being, and 
especially in light of the specific zoning that we do have in the hamlet. That's it, thank you very 
much. 
 
James Crowley: Thank you.  
 
Christy Flynn: Glenn Lazzaro, I'm not pronouncing his last name correctly. 
 
Glenn Lazzaro: I rescind, I was not prepared. 
 
Christy Flynn: Charles Greenhouse.  
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Charles Greenhouse: Well, good evening. My name is Charles Greenhouse. I live down the street, 
1552 State Route 17B. One of my concerns is the traffic. And we all know what happened during 
the summer, going down 17B by the Fire Department. I got stuck a lot of times and couldn't get 
out of the driveway. You're only going to have one entrance from the 17B road to go into your 
resort I observed. How are people going to get out when they are lined up, bumper to bumper. 
It's going to be a problem. I had another question also, is the property going to be on the tax rolls? 
That was a concern also. So, it’s something to consider also. All right, that's about it. That's all I 
have. Thank you. 
 
Christy Flynn: Barbara and Patrick Mcgraw. 
 
Barbara Mcgraw: Just Barbra is coming. 
 
Christy Flynn: Okay. 
 
Barbara Mcgraw:  I'm going to be your immediate next-door neighbor. I have questions that I had 
ten years ago. Okay, again. The water table is what concerns me, but we have access to look at 
the hydrologists report. What's the capacity of use that they plan on using with 72 units, a 
restaurant or banquet hall, and then maybe doing wells but will it affect my well? I have a great 
concern of that. And what is the, I think it's called the speedy permit that you have from the DC 
for the sewer. What's the capacity? Does anybody know? And how will their volume impact that? 
And will that also increase our sewer charges because of this large influx? That's another 
question. And yes, have they been granted any tax abatements? Do we not get answers to our 
questions or do we just ask them? 
 
James Crowley: No, you'll get, you'll get answers when everyone speaks. 
 
Barbra Mcgraw: Okay. 
 
James Crowley: They’ll be addressed. 
 
Barbara Mcgraw: Thank you. I don't know, I haven't been to one of these for ten years. Have you 
been able to, or have you in the past offered, what they call the Negative Declaration for the 
Environmental Impact? 
 
James Crowley: Of course, that's how there's got approved, initially. 
 
Barbara Mcgraw: Okay, with regard to sewage and all that stuff. I'm just trying to think, what else 
is there? I guess you are the lead agency for the SEQR. Yeah, okay, but you adjust the lighting, 
that'll be down, and buffers between the properties. Is it just vegetation, or is it, I see you had 
some fencing there, but didn't say what kind of fencing, and does it go the whole length of the 
property and the restaurant or banquet facility? Where? Where will the kitchen be in relation to 
my yard? Specifically, don't need exhaust fans. And where will the refuge be picked up and 
located for 72 units and in a restaurant? Ah, let's see what else. I think. Those are my questions 
for now. Thank you.  
 
Christy Flynn: I do apologize for the next name, Azin Valy, am I saying it that properly? Sorry. 
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Azin Valy: My name is Azin Valy, I am an architect by education and a designer by profession. 
 
Bette Jean Gettel: Can you speak up so the microphone can pick up your voice? 
 
Azin Valy: My name is Azin Valy, an architect by education and a designer by profession. I was 
drawn to this community three years ago when I saw the midcentury houses, that there's a 
community in White Lake, and we bought a house, and we're living here permanently now. And 
what drew me to this area was the rich history and the architecture that it used to have and the 
memory of that. And I wonder to what extent you intend to maintain that beautiful facade that's 
unfortunately falling. And I know that the, I mean, from the rendering, I see that you've kept the 
footprint of that, that original mansion house, but I wonder to what extent you are able and willing 
to try to preserve what's left there, because across the street from there, there is another 
development, very much looking like this render that has been a failed project you know, 
development for years is sat there empty. And I also wanted to know, I mean, to answer your 
question about the kind of fencing, I notice it's vinyl fencing. So, if you know, if there could be 
better quality materials used, especially with the fencing that's shared by the community. I mean, 
everybody would see that first. 

 
Azin Valy: I don't know to what extent fencing covers the building, but I just wonder, the choice of 
materials. How is it different than the property across the street that has failed as a development, 
and what kind of studies have been done to warrant such a big hotel when we have hotels in 
Monticello, The Resort Hotel and some other larger hotels that don't seem to be doing very well 
they and versus a boutique hotel, versus the front portion of this property would be turned into a 
boutique hotel, which may be more suitable for the population here. Thank you. 
 
Christy Flynn: Barbra Lerner. 
 
Barbara Lerner: I thank you for opening this meeting for us. It's been a long time since I've been 
in front of you. I understand that the Planning Board can't cherry pick the times when these 
projects are put on the agenda for public hearing, but you put the public at a huge disadvantage 
when the documents for these public hearings are only available by going to Town Hall in person 
and we're coming to see them. This is compounded by the lack of a zoom option for participation 
in these meetings. In a world where we rely on technology for everything from paying our utility 
bills to grocery shopping to visiting family, I'm somewhat astounded that the Town has not 
implemented a plan to share this information with the residents of the town so that we can 
participate in a meaningful way in these public hearings. During the winter months, a large number 
of our population is away. They take January, February and March and go south, or go someplace 
as our winters here are harsh. Under open meetings Law NYS Public Officers, article seven 
requires that records to be discussed at the meeting must be made available to members of the 
public who request copies, to the extent practical at least 24 hours prior to the meeting. It goes 
on to say that the municipalities with high speed Internet and routinely updated websites, those 
records must be posted on municipal site 24 hours prior to the meeting. 

 
Barbara Lerner: This is under public officers’ law, section 103 E. According to the legal notice, 
this is a reapproval of a 2013 Site plan application. According to the E-Code, chapter 345 Zoning, 
section I, site plan approvals expire in one year unless extensions are issued. And while the 
extensions have been issued, I believe the last one was in 2016. I believe you stated, it's over 
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nine years and still nothing. Subsection 3 states that nothing should preclude an applicant from 
reapplying. But the wording in the notice states reapproval when it really is a new application 
which should be treated as such. The wording in the legal notice is somewhat misleading. 

 
Barbara Lerner: The current comprehensive plan was adopted 17 years ago. So, much has 
changed in this time and more relevant of the changes that happened in the last three years, 
when COVID inspired so many people to move out of the city and buy homes here, without an 
update to this plan, we have to rely on you to hold these developers to the highest of standards, 
current standards, and not those that would have been applicable 9-10 years ago. You must 
consider how this project will affect the community. Will it negatively alter or change the quality of 
life. Will it increase traffic or create unsafe or potentially unsafe roadways? 17B is very heavily 
traveled, especially in the summer, and the intersection of route 55 and 17B is a dangerous one. 
How will this added capacity impact not only our town, but county services as well? 

 
Barbara Lerner: Will there be enough water? And will the draw from any new well impact on 
neighboring properties? I can tell you that my property water pressure, my well, drops dramatically 
when the nearby large camp opens and returns to normal after they close. The quality of water 
also drops, so much to the point this summer I had to install a whole house filter. Test wells results 
will vary depending on the time of year that they are drawn. If they're drawn during the summer 
at high capacity, a test well will have one level of pressure. If it's drawn during the winter months, 
it'll be completely different. The estimated and actual use can also vary immensely.  
 
Barbara Lerner: Will there be sewer capacity that is adequate without expansion? And that you 
considered aloof the other projects along 17B, 55 and the adjacent roadways, and how those 
have already impacted our system. And if this is approved and built, what assurances do we have 
that the use doesn't substantially change in the future? Thank you.  
 
Christy Flynn: Kandace Gittleman. 
 
Kandace Gittleman: My question has already been addressed thank you. 
 
Christy Flynn: Okay. 
 
Christy Flynn: Wayne Margalies. 
 
Wayne Margalies: There were two comments made earlier about the tax role, or however it should 
be addressed, and the usage that the last woman just addressed, Is there any kind of assurances 
that, or time frame that, the tax expectations from this project will continue, and that is there a 
point at which the developers owners can change the complete use of the project? Which will 
change our tax expectations. Thank you. 
 
Christy Flynn: Gary Takourian. 
 
Gary Takourian:  I adjoin more of the property, I think more than anybody, Route 55. I think, and 
I also am concerned about the water supply, because Kris Krekun’s well, ran dry a number of 
times, and the horse farm across the street has ran dry in the past. While we are here can I ask 
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you one question (addressing applicants)? You had mentioned you're going to move the driveway, 
west or east? 
 
Kenneth Ellsworth: The other side will be moved east. 
 
Gary Takourian: Into the property line. 
 
Kenneth Ellsworth: 10 or 15 ft along 17B 
 
Gary Takourian: Along 17B. 
 
Barbra Mcgraw: Towards me. 
 
Gary Takourian: What about running up my driveway? You're 5 ft from my driveway now? 
 
Kenneth Ellsworth: No, there's not an entrance. 
 
Gary Takourian: When you go up... 
 
Kenneth Ellsworth: Are you on the east side? 
 
Gary Takourian: Heading up, where is 55? 
 
(Crowd Gets restless and starts talking amongst themselves.) 
 
James Crowley: Alright, one at a time? Quiet. 
 
Gary Takourian: Okay, along there. When you run up to Kris Krekun, to my road. That's where 
I'm concerned about how close you're going to get to my property. Okay, so the last time we went 
through this, okay, with the water quality and all that, and like, I just asked, what is the tallest 
building in White Lake? It sure is, nowhere 78 ft, and it's nowhere near 50 ft. I know you approved 
it already, but I think we really, really, need to think about this. It blocks out the entire area for me 
and my family. You know, towards 17B and down the other direction. 
 
Gary Takourian: The other thing, you know, I worry about is… I'm not a fireman, so I don't know 
if our Fire Department is able to go to that height. Okay, another thing when I, when Alan Scott 
was the Town Supervisor, he and I got together and we implemented making the sewer system 
large enough for the Beechwood and Homestead communities. Him and I sat down and ironed 
that out, and the system was built larger. Now, if this system goes online, can Beechwood still go 
online? Could Homestead still go online? Do we have to make the sewer system bigger for the 
inflow of this? Who's going to pay for it? And speaking of paying things, I don't know how you 
guys set it up the last time? I can't remember, but it was well done by you. I don't want another 
half-built project in Sullivan County. Somehow you guys set it up last time. That you're going to 
make sure that Global Enterprises, John, was going to finish it. I don't remember what you did, 
but how are we going to implement it, that they finish it this time? Because I don't want to look at 
two by four, and two by six’s, rotten if they don't have the ching. The last time was 19.5 million to 
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do it, and he never came up with the money and he asked everybody for the money.  So how do 
we know they're going to finish it? Thank you. 
 
Christy Flynn: Tom Hendrickson, Just double checking you didn't want to speak. 
 
Tom Hendrickson: No. 
 
Christy Flynn: Okay, and then Meghan Caracci. 
 
Meghan Caracci:  Good evening, everyone. My name is Meghan Caracci and I am a member of 
the Smallwood Civic Associations Board of Directors. I want to thank the Planning Board for 
considering my remarks tonight. I am here speaking on behalf of the Smallwood Civic Association. 
There are more than ten members of our civic association who wanted to participate in tonight's 
meeting but were unable to due to location, health concerns for family obligations. Nevertheless, 
these members and others prefer to be active participants in their government and their 
community, and in order to do so, must have timely access to documents and meetings. I urge 
the Planning Board and the Town Board to immediately commence the online publication of 
electronic documents for all three of the Town's deliberative boards. And I also repress that the 
Planning Board follows suit with the Town Board, and please make its meetings available via 
zoom. Our government cannot possibly serve its citizens if it continues to change with the times. 

 
Meghan Caracci: I would now like to read a brief excerpt from a letter dated December 5, 2021 to 
the Planning Board from the Smallwood Civic Association. Smallwood Civic Association members 
have deep concerns about issues related to, among other things, traffic, road safety and quality 
of life. That said, our members would like both the opportunity to watch the Planning Board 
deliberate and participate in public hearings in a meaningful way, because many of our members 
are unable to attend meetings in person for reasons related to work, family obligations, geographic 
distance, due to second home ownership, the Corona Virus pandemic, the ability to… the inability 
to attend meetings on a Monday night, and many others we are requesting with the Planning 
Board broadcast via Zoom or some other Internet enabled service to here proceedings. 
Government works best and serves its citizens fully when those who vote and pay taxes are 
informed, engaged and part of the planning process. Planning Board meetings that are accessible 
to the community will undoubtedly make Bethel a better pleased to live as well as enable our 
communities here and Smallwood to have a voice in our collective future. Thank you in advance 
for this consideration. I don't have a copy of my remarks tonight, but I can send them via email. 
 
Christy Flynn: Perfect. 
 
Meghan Caracci: Thank you. 
 
Christy Flynn: Susan Harte. 
 
Susan Harte: Susan Harte. Good evening, everyone. I just had a question. I know from experience 
having been in front of this board before, if I know that the property adjacent, I think, on the corner 
of 17B and 55 for sale, and I know that if there are any future second phases planned, even if it's 
in the distant future, that, those need to be presented at the time of the original plan. So, my 
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question is whether or not there are any intentions on purchasing that lot next door in any future 
expansion? 
 
Jacob Billig: No. Yeah. 
 
Christy Flynn:  Brendon Cunningham. 
 
Brendon Cunningham, Hello everyone. White Lake Fire Commissioner, past Chief, I was Chief in 
2016 with Passero.  We had some of the great meetings. Some of the things that we have not 
talked about, that we did then. We had addressed, turning radius from fire trucks. Some of the 
corners are very tight. Some of our trucks are very long in the case of RMC, we would like to 
make sure that we can access everything on the property. The circles were a concern. We also 
talked about standpipe connections, which were on the circle side. We had talked to Passero and 
they agreed to move the standpipe connections to the access road in the back. But nothing we 
looked at with the access road is, is the snow, where the snow is going to be pushed, because 
you have to retaining the wall on the backside that would be also concerned if we move the stand 
pipes into the back connection. A lot of this, we can talk when we have our meeting, but, you 
know, water supply under 17B. 
 
Brendon Cunningham: Hopefully we can make that work. That's a huge issue for us. Some of the 
other questions I had was the types of construction we're looking at, we look at a wood frame, 
we're looking at type one, type two. You know, those are concerns for us, and how we're going to 
handle situations. Sprinkler systems, water supply for the sprinkler systems? Are there going to 
be holding tanks? Is it a dry system? Wet system? Pressurized system? Is it going to be the same 
for the hotel? Is there going to be this difference? We got the parking garages that are underneath 
the rooms. Is there going to be fire access to those parking garages? Is there going to be fire 
systems for that? Those are big questions for us, as we don't have those in our district. And maybe 
we need to get different equipment. Maybe we need to get high rise packs, whatever it may be. 
So those things I said, we can discuss privately in a meeting. The height of the parking 
garage,  will we be able to get emergency vehicles in those parking garages. Is this going to be a 
year-round facility, seasonal facility? Is it going to be maintained year-round? Those are just some 
of the questions, and I'm sure there will be more. 
 
Jacob Billig: What is your contact number? 
 
Brendon Cunningham: 845-701-7628 or 911 (personal phone number redacted). 
 
Jacob Billig: We will call you. Did you, did you, did you make a written letter with the prior? 
 
Brendon Cunningham: No, this was all. We had a preliminary meeting and never followed 
through.  
 
Jacob Billig: Ok we will be in touch. We're happy to do that. 
 
Brendon Cunningham: Thank you very much. 
 
Christy Flynn: Denise Frangipane. 
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Denise Frangipane: Good evening. Thank you for holding this public hearing and the opportunity 
to share the interests and the concerns of the community to our Planning Board. I do also recall 
this project from several years ago. I guess we could say a decade ago at this point. And I would 
like to just echo the comments that have been made prior about the need to take a renewed, hard 
look at the project, given the change in our community, and not even only our community, but 
everything around us over the last not even ten years, but the last three to four years. And to look 
at our current standards, as was mentioned. I'm not as familiar with the E-code, but if there is a 
life expectancy on permits, whether it be this boards permit, or even the variances that were 
provided prior. I'm not the attorney in the room, so I would ask that we look at that to be sure that 
they are still relevant. 
 
James Crowley: Denise, I can tell you this part, variances run with the property. 
 
Denise Frangipane: Forever? 
 
James Crowley: Forever. 
 
Jacob Billig: Forever, yes. 
 
James Crowley: That I can tell you. 
 
Denise Frangipane: Site Permits, doesn’t necessarily.  
 
James Crowley: No. 

 
Jacob Billig: No, not Site... 
 
Denise Frangipane: Site Permits. 
 
James Crowley: Huh? 
 
Denise Frangipane: Site Permits, do not necessarily... 
 
James Crowley: Variances do. 
 
Denise Frangipane: Thank you. As you can look out in this room and see the faces of everyone 
who has an interest in this project. We're doing business right now with an unknown developer. 
At least I don't know the name of the developer, so that causes me to be interested in who we are 
doing business with? Because if we know who we're doing business with, we can have a 
conversation and understand each other to tell us. Mr. Billig has mentioned some other legal 
processes including, well, maybe they're not legal, but the 239 review and the letters, my 
understanding that the 239 review is incomplete because of documentation that's waiting to be 
received in order for that review to be considered complete. So, while it may mention fancy things 
like plants and charging stations, unless it's complete, it's, it's not complete. So, I think it's 
important if you are aware of it. And finally, I would just, you know, let the board know that the 
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reason that we're all here is because we support you in your hard work to make the right decision 
and do the due diligence that we need you to do in your role as our Planning Board. Thank you. 
 
Christy Flynn: There are two signatures or names that I cannot read. 
 
Hali Friehling: It's Hali Friehling. In light of last summer's tragedy on the lake, I'm just curious to 
know if this hotel or property will have an easement or any access to the lake, and if they’ll be 
involved in any participation in lake activities. We seem to have a little bit of lack of supervision of 
lake activities right now as far as boat rentals. And I'm just curious to know, in addition to that, I 
know people that own property on the side, on the 17B, 55 side of the lake who have porta potties 
that would be emptied maybe once a summer because of the foot traffic, people have been using 
them freely without permission. And I'm just wondering if the draw from people, the lake is a 
beautiful place, from going to this property to the lake, it's going to become a big issue for property 
owners on that side of the lake, and if there's going to be some sort of protection for the lake 
owners on that side and access and usage of the lake, even just to dip your feet in, by the way, 
lake firehouse, you know what's going to stop people and guests from entering the lake? It's a big 
concern. And again, everybody repeated the questions: Is it open year-round? Is the restaurant 
going to be open to, you know, to locals? Will there be access to the spa for locals?  But mostly 
the, you know, the lake safety is a big concern for at least myself and other people. And if they're 
going to be paddle boards, I know, or, you know, other things offered on the lake if there's public 
access. 
 
Christy Flynn: And the second signature. 
 
Bette Jean Gettel:  Benji Friehling. 
 
Hali Friehling: Oh, that's my husband.  
 
Christy Flynn: Okay, sorry. And then the last one would be Ira Liff. 
 
Ira Liff: Ira Liff, I’ve been here, 71 years. Three questions I have, if I remember them. This is going 
to be open to the public, so they can have weddings, they can have whatever. Is this going to be 
a strictly kosher place, or is it going to be able to have other people who don't want to be strictly 
kosher? The others? I want to guarantee that the property is going to be taxed. And I wanted 
another guarantee that it's not going to be changed to a yeshiva in a few years, because it's not 
working now as a hotel. It's going to be a hotel and a spa. It stays a hotel and doesn't become a 
yeshiva. And we want it on the tax roll. That's all three things. Is it open to the public? Do we have 
to be kosher when we go there, because I'm sure there's people in this audience here that don't 
want to be kosher if they want to have a wedding or something. Is that going to be a stipulation? 
Thank you. 
 
Bette Jean Gettel: So, Mr. Chairman, that actually concluded the list that we have. I'm not sure if 
there's anyone else that wishes to speak. 
 
James Crowley: Did anyone write anything in? 
 
Christy Flynn: No. 
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Bette Jean Gettel: No.  
 
James Crowley: We received all the mailings? 
 
Christy Flynn: Yes. Wait, we have a lady raising her hand. 
 
Bette Jean Gettel: Name and address please. 
 
Kim Sparber: It's Kim Sparber, and I live at 1025 Lake Shore Drive. So, I just have three things 
that I want to say, which really, they've been addressed, but I think they bear emphasis. One is, 
I'd like to know where the sewage is going, how it's going to the municipal plant. We are over on 
Lake Shore Drive, right on the curve, and we've had a lot of trouble with that. Our little pump 
house that's across the street, wanted to make sure that this sewage isn't going through that 
pump house. And I think that other people who have had trouble with their pump houses might 
be concerned about the same thing as well. 

 
Kim Sparber: So that's one thing and the second thing is, I am also interested in what, ah, the 
lake rights are for this project. I have heard in the past, I could be mistaken, but I've heard that 
originally the mansion property had lake rights. It was bought by the Fire Department. The 
property was bought by the Fire Department. However, it's my understanding that the lake rights 
were retained, I don't know how that works. Does that mean the Fire Department will no longer 
have rights to the lake, or they both will? I don't know how that works, but anyway, that's one 
concern. We have a lot, a lot, a lot of boat traffic and other recreational traffic on the lake in the 
summertime. And I'd like to know how they're going to use those rights. So, they're going to have, 
10, 20 boats available for these 78 rooms. That would really make an impact on our lake, and it 
also will make an impact on the water quality and the road.  
 
Kim Sparber: The last thing that I'd like to know is, the gentleman who presented in the beginning, 
thank you for that. But you mentioned that this was in, as a right project. But then you also 
mentioned that variances that lifetime variances were granted. And I would just like to know what 
those variances were for, so that we know whether we should be concerned about anything else. 
Thank you for the opportunity to speak. 
 
James Crowley: Anyone else? 
 
Barbra Mcgraw: I've spoken already, but I'm just going to ask you if you could use your 
microphones, cause I'm hearing impaired, and it's hard for me to understand what you guys are 
saying. Okay, I would appreciate it. 
 
James Crowley: Okay. Anyone else?? Okay.  Comments from the board? 
 
Daniel Gettel: Well, I think this is all valid. I mean, specifically, we've had a lot of concerns about 
water capacity, and a lot of these properties, we've had it come on a number of properties recently. 
We required pump tests. 
 
Crowd: We can’t hear you, use your microphone. 
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Daniel Gettel: I believe the water, the water…. 
 
Crowd: We still can't hear you. 
 
Daniel Gettel: Then you have to turn the volume up. 
 
Daniel Gettel: Is that any better or not? So, I think the valid thing that stands out to me is the 
water, the water capacity, and then we've had that come up on a number of projects. I know that 
it is something that we always require, is done. I don't remember what we did ten years ago. I 
don't know that we've addressed it ten years ago, but it is something that has been coming up 
recently. A project with, you know, multiple uses, multiple buildings. I also agree, we're always 
asked, what's changed? Why not just re-approve a project? Well, a lot has changed in the 
community, especially the need for hotel rooms. I mean we originally, years and years ago, we 
didn't have hotels in Monticello, we didn't have the Chapin, we didn't have the Eldred Preserve. 
We didn't have camping at Bethel Woods. We didn't have camping at Yasgur's Farm. We needed 
rooms. There's been a change in use. I mean, they can propose whatever use they want if it's 
permitted by zoning, but the incentive for us to approve it is different than it was ten years ago. 
 
Daniel Gettel: And we also had past practice of, usually, when we're asked to renew a site plan 
approval we always get hit with, well, they put so much money into the infrastructure or into the 
project. They did their due diligence, but they dropped it six years ago and didn’t put any money 
into the property. We don't have that. That's unique for this project. We don't have that with this 
project. We've had it in the past on many, many other projects, we don't have it on this one, they 
walked away from it six years ago. When do we draw the line, that we don't just rubber stamp and 
renew? That's my thought. And I would like to see…and I would like to see the landscaping.  I'm 
not interested in renewing a project and approving a project with numerous conditions that the 
landscape will follow, or lighting will follow, the fire department will be addressed, the dumpsters 
will be located, all the questions that come up, I don't want to start doing this. I said, clearly, at 
past meetings. I'm not interested in reviewing projects and giving them all these conditions that 
nobody enforces. 
 
James Crowley: Dan, I completely agree. 
 
Steve Simpson: Yeah. I'd like to say also, can you hear me? 
 
Crowd: No, no. 
 
Steve Simpson: Can you hear me? 
 
Crowd: Yeah. 
 
Steve Simpson: No, I want to say that I agree with Dan. In the time that this application originally 
crossed our desks, it was 2012. Since 2012, we’ve had five new hotels built in this immediate 
area. Not counting the Mom and Pops hotels, these five hotels have produced 941 rooms, 
counting the three that were in the area previously and were upgraded and renovated completely. 
You get over 1,429 rooms in this area. Now, at the time, I agree it was a necessity. But you've got 
the Bethel Woods, you've got the Yasgur’s Farm site, where they have camping. I didn't even 
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consider Chapin and you’ve got Landers. So, the thing… the thing that I'm looking at is I want to 
see some more details of the overall project. Just based on that, and that's my opinion, based on 
the fact that there is a lot of rooms out there. There are a lot of rooms. I want to see a little bit 
more detail in this project. I agree with some of the comments tonight about there being a time 
limit on some projects, and you just can't pick up an old project and say, hey, it was applied for 
back then and you want to piggy back on it and move forward. 
 
Steve Simpson: I agree. This is, this is ten years old. And it was granted an additional year, 2015, 
2016. Since then, nothing's happened. My opinion has been this way all along, has been to have 
a new project applied for from beginning to end so we can review the entire project. 
 
Steve Simpson: The issues that I have, you know, there's a few issues. I mean, I know there's 
going to be 75 rooms. It's supposed to have a banquet area, restaurant area, offices, parking, 
supposed to be, from the original application, some small retail. There's also supposed to be a 
6,300 square foot spa, which no one mentioned today. So, you know, based on the concerns that 
I've got, three pages and a half of concerns from everyone in the audience. I think we need to do 
a detailed review of this project, starting from square one. That's my opinion. I just am not going 
to get into all the issues, but there's plenty of them. So that's my take on this. 
 
Michael Cassaro: I'd like to say that my main concern has been with all of these projects, the 
demand on our water supply. I will not approve anything that doesn't go to a rigorous testing in 
the height of the season to see if there's enough water for our residents that have been here for 
so many years, who have put so much money into their properties and into their life. I'm not going 
to have their water supply drained by a new project. I want it tested, and I want it tested during 
the peak season, and I want to see those results, and I want to share those results with everybody 
out there. That's my pet peeve. 
 
James Crowley: Anybody else, from the board? No? All right. Jacob, do you want to address 
some of these concerns? 
 
Jacob Billig: Yes, we get it? Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  
 
Bette Jean Gettel: Jacob, use the microphone please.  
 
Jacob Billig: We appreciate the public's participation and your comments. Obviously, it's your 
community, so the issues you're raising are all relevant. We have to go through, the board is 
actually going to put it through our paces.  We had to file a new application, we had to file a new 
SEQRA form. We are re-examining, redoing the engineering. So, much of what you were saying 
is being done. As you could hear from some of the board members, sorry about my back, they're 
going to require examination of some of the infrastructure issues that you point out. You know, in 
terms of traffic and stuff we're going to look at that. But again, in 76 rooms, my guess is, comparing 
it to a busy night at Bethel Woods, the traffic impacts are not going to be that significant. But it's 
something that we will look at. So, the, the, again, the water issues that you raise and all those 
things we have to look into. A bunch of you mentioned about the taxes. That's actually not 
relevant. 
 
Crowd: Laughs and starts talking amongst themselves.  
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James Crowley: Alright, quiet. 
 
James Crowley: What Jacob says is absolutely correct, this board does not do that. 
 
Jacob Billig:  That is absolutely correct, and in this country that we live in. It's not a relevant 
question, like, you don't want to be prejudice, against whether someone's Muslim, Jewish, 
Catholic, Christian, Green, Red, Brown or Black. But to answer your question, I could definitely 
state on the record, the property will be paying taxes, but it's not relevant to the Planning Board 
review. It's not relevant. But because this is a community and the applicant wants to be 
forthcoming and to develop credibility with the community, we can answer that question that it's 
that the property will be on, will be on the tax roll. 

 
Jacob Billig: So, in terms of the other things, we understand, again, about the environmental 
issues that are being raised, and we're going to have to address that. In terms of the Fire 
Department, we look forward to meeting with them. We'd like to address, we feel that we have to 
address, all the issues in the raising to comply with all that. The boards are going to make us do 
that. We're not going to have a choice. So, I will reach out to you, call you so that we could begin 
a dialogue, and we could put all that in writing and make that part of the record. Someone said, 
well, how do you know that whatever you require them to do is going to be enforced? I could tell 
you that the Bethel Building Department enforces the code, enforces whatever is passed in terms 
of this project. That's a building department issue and I'm confident that the Building Department's 
going to do a job to enforce the approvals. 
 
Someone from the crowd: It’s just not accurate. 
 
Someone from the crowd: Don't we know that. 
 
Jacob Billig: I'm making a general response, because we have to come back to the board. The 
public has given us some homework to consider. We have to do that homework. We'll come back 
hopefully next month, and we'll have additional information for the board to address your issues 
that you want addressed. And we would just look to have the public hearing closed, and we'll 
begin our work process. 
 
James Crowley: So, I pose this question to the board about closing the public hearing. So, we 
can close the public hearing. But then that starts the clock at 62 days. Unless the applicant wants 
to waive that. 
 
Jacob Billig: We could do that; we could do that.  
 
James Crowley: But I leave that up to the board on what they would like to decide. 
 
Jacob Billig: Yeah, just, Mr. Chairman, relative to that, we're not looking to pressure the board in 
any way, shape or form with the 62-day requirement. So, we have no problem in waving that. We 
want the board to be able to do a thorough review and look at this project as it should be.  So 
that's, you know...  
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Bette Jean Gettel: Can you hold up one moment so I could change the tape, please? Okay, you're 
good. 
 
Steve Simpson: I like to make one more comment. Last meeting in December, December 5th 
meeting minutes, there was a question asked by a member of the board to Mr. Billig. And there 
was a question about timeshares. And I do remember that the original project was going to involve 
timeshares, because that was a method of paying for the project. So, you mentioned, you know, 
your response was that you believe it was a hotel spa function. 
 
Jacob Billig: Yes. 
 
Steve Simpson: But the sentence later, you know, and I know you don't have the notes, and I’ll 
show you these afterwards. But you said that you believe the issue of timeshare is an ownership 
issue. Now, one of the folks that was speaking tonight had a question. Who is, who is the 
developer? Who is the owner? Original owners, we put them pretty much through the paces to 
ask what were your credentials? What kind of products have you ever worked on, what do you 
have out there that's in existence, that’s open for business? And what was, what was your success 
rate regarding such things? And we got information regarding this owner or developer, what are 
their credentials? What are their, what are their projects that they have successfully completed? 
 
Jacob Billig: Right. 
 
Steve Simpson: We know nothing about that.  
 
Jacob Billig: Right, I think it's, I'll tell you, legally, I think it's a little beyond the scope of site plan 
review, but I understand the practical reason that you're asking the question, again, those are- 
those are legitimate community questions, but whether or not they fall within the specific code, 
the Town of Bethel code, I would point out that they don’t. But I will take the question back to the 
client so that we can, we can answer it, we can answer it for you. Given the reservation I'm making, 
that it’s, it’s not part of the code checklist, but to develop a relationship with the board in terms of 
knowing who they're dealing with. 
 
Daniel Gettel: Well, Jay, just expanding on what Steve just said. The previous developer was 
someone who was active in restoring historic buildings, and he was working in Rochester. So, we 
had a physical place that we could, we could actually look at what he's doing and what kind of 
qualities going into it. There were questions asked about restoring the building. What kind of, what 
details you're going to keep? What details aren't you going to keep? And we had a plan for that. 
I think there's a plan. When I asked you about the building plan, you acted like you were surprised 
last time that there wasn't a building plan. But I believe there is a building plan available. And your 
clients say they love everything about it, 
 
Jacob Billig: Right. 
 
Daniel Gettel: I'd like them to, you know, take a look at it. 
 
Jacob Billig: Fair enough. No, I think again, although potentially outside the scope of what the 
boards, I would say, legal responsibility under site plan review, I think it's a legitimate community 
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question that was raised, not only by you, but members of the public. So, we need to address that 
in some way, shape or form. 
 
Steve Simpson: Yeah. The only reason is we have had experiences where developers came in, 
started digging up the ground, take the trees down, put the foundation in, and then we don't see 
them again, ever. 
 
Jacob Billig: Right. 
 
Steve Simpson: And that's a real that's a huge, visible location. Aesthetically for the Town, so it's 
a, it's a real concern for the board and the community. 
 
Jacob Billig: And I think, I think this board did a good job last time by having various bonds in 
place, that wasn't mentioned to the community. But the board required last time, financial 
guarantees and bonds to be placed by the developer. We’ll examine that with this board to see 
what's appropriate. It's ten years later. So, when you talk about change in site and circumstance 
the existing building is different than it was when this board approved the prior project. But I think 
the financial guarantees, that concept that this board applied to the last go around is relevant to 
this go around, so that if there's a start and not finish, as some of the people mentioned there is, 
there is in place something to protect the Town. I would say that's fairly standard, and we would 
accept the concept. We just have to work out the details. Glenn started to look at that bond issue 
in his letter of January, December 1 or January 6, and Kenneth needs to, we need to review that 
and be able to get back to you. 
 
Daniel Gettel: Glenn, were you able to find out where the number came from? Last time we talked 
about a bond? 
 
Glenn Smith: Actually, Michele has a list she found from Passero back 2013, which has those 
numbers on it, I just got it tonight. 
 
Daniel Gettel: Okay, I know that was one of your comments. 
 
Jacob Billig: Okay, yeah, we're, we're happy to talk to you about that. 
 
Steve Simpson: The hearing is still open. 
 
Hali Friehling: So, I'm sorry. 
 
Steve Simpson: No, you're okay, the hearing is still open. 
 
Denise Frangipane:  All right, since we've talked about keeping the public hearing open, and there 
was a request to treat this as a new applicant. I just wonder if you could just explain to the 
community what the difference would be in that process? What's the difference between keeping 
the hearing open, and if you close the hearing and just had them, had the applicant start from 
scratch, or start over and reapply? 
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Jacob Billig: Well, just so they are clear we've already started over the plot. 
 
James Crowley: Yeah? 
 
Jacob Billig: We submitted a new application, a SEQR form, and then pursuant to that new 
process, the board scheduled this public hearing to get public comments. So, so… 
 
Denise Frangipane: So, I'm just asking this of our planning board, I'm, I'm not going to be the 
attorney in the room because we don't have that information. Clearly, people don’t have access, 
you know, immediate information. So, for those of us who don't do this every day, the difference 
between a reapply and an approval of a re-approval, I guess that's what you would say. 
 
Michele Babcock: Yeah, this is being treated as a new application, so the applicant did need to 
submit a new application form and had to go through the process contained in the code, which 
required scheduling, a public hearing, notifying the adjoining property owners. And so, the board 
is going through all of the processes outlined in the zone. 
 
James Crowley: So, Denise, just also to clarify, right? So, if you close the public hearing, right, 
the clock starts ticking. This board has 62 days to come up with a decision. 
 
Denise Frangipane: Okay. 
 
James Crowley: Well, you asked that question, so.  
 
Denise Frangipane: No, I was trying to clarify between a new application and this process for the 
approval of an existing or the reapproval as it was presented, but that's been clarified for me. 
 
James Crowley: How would the board like to entertain this? Unless, you have more questions or 
comments. 
 
Robert Yakin: I wanted to say this. I voted to hold this public hearing because I wanted to hear 
what the public had to say. After ten years since the last approval. Now I think they've given them 
board and the developers a lot to think about, especially when it comes to water and traffic. I really 
don't want to start the clock, but if Mr. Billig, is willing to state for the record that they will waive 
the 62-day requirement, that I think I would be more amenable to close the public hearing at this 
time. 
 
Jacob Billig: Yeah, no, no. We, I've, I made that statement on… I've made that statement on the 
record. We've spent an hour getting the public's comment, which has been very helpful. I'm sure 
the board is going to give us further comments. So yeah, we have no problem waving that so that 
the board could do its job and under no time pressure, 
 
Hali Friehling: Can I just ask what the proposed completion date is on the project, the time frame, 
so… 
 
James Crowley: So, I don't know, we haven't even got through the planning process. 
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Hali Friehling:  I was just curious.  
 
James Crowley: You know, you can't really answer that question. So does anyone want to make 
a motion to… 

 
Member of the crowd: Wait, since it's still open:  So, the lawyer made a statement… 
 
Bette Jean Gettel: State your name for the record, please.  
 
Wayne Margalies:  So, the lawyer made a statement that the tax consequences is outside of the 
purview of the board. Is he correct? 
 
James Crowley: He is correct, absolutely correct, this board does not deal with that? 
 
Member of the crowd: Who does? 
 
James Crowley:  I would contact the State of New York, probably. This, the tax thing is not a 
Planning Board or a Town Board or a municipal issue that has to be addressed with the State. 
So, you should start writing to your people there, if you have issues with possible tax exemption 
problems. 
 
Barbra Mcgraw:  That's not exactly true, because when Woodstone Development wanted an 
exemption, you guys gave it to them. 
 
James Crowley: An extension? 
 
Barbra Mcgraw: No, exemption. 
 
James Crowley: Exemption for what? 
 
Barbra Mcgraw: The 4-88 program, the forestry program.  
 
James Crowley: Oh, this board could not grant that. Absolutely not. I'm sorry, but you're wrong. 
 
Barbra Mcgraw: You're right. You're right. The town board did that. 
 
James Crowley: The Planning Board does not have that kind of power. So as far as the tax 
questions, they're, they're moot points, so. There's nothing we can do about that. 
 
Barbra Mcgraw: You're right, you're right. It was the Town Board that made exemptions. 
 
Azin Valy: Thank you again for this opportunity tonight, I have two questions. One from the board. 
Do you have any provisions regarding preserving the historical buildings or structures? 
 
James Crowley: That building is like condemned, that building is in terrible shape. 
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Azin Valy: But in general, do you have, is there any provision. 
 
James Crowley: Like a historical preservation of buildings? 
 
Daniel Gettel: We don't have that. 
 
James Crowley: No, we do not. 
 
Azin Valy: So, anything can be built and can be knocked down. 
 
James Crowley: Yes. 
 
Azin Valy: And the second question is that has the property been sold already to a new developer, 
or they're still in the planning to see whether, if you get the approval, you'll move forward and 
purchase of the property.  
 
Jacob Billig: The developer has legal interest in the property, 
 
Azin Valy: So, it has not been sold fully. 
 
Jacob Billig: They, you know, they have, they have a particular they have a legal interest. 
 
Crowd member: What was his answer? 
 
Crowd members:  Respond with what Mr. Billig said. 
 
James Crowley: We have to come up with a consensus whether we want to close the hearing or 
keep it open.  
 
Denise Frangipani: Hi again, I just had a procedural question? 
 
James Crowley: Hang on one minute. 
 
Denise Frangipani: Oh, I’m sorry, I just have a procedural question because I’m just not sure of 
the process here. So, if this project is now being treated as a new approval and not a reapproval, 
which it said in the notice, and if there are substantial changes made, is there another opportunity 
for the public to give comments, or is this it? 
 
James Crowley: I'm going to answer that question of yours in a little bit. 
 
Denise Frangipani: Okay, should I sit down then. 
 
James Crowley: Yes. 
 
Crowd; Laughs. 
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James Crowley: Or we could do, like this woman said, or if other stuff comes off, of course we all 
have to be in mutual, somewhat of an agreement of this. That we could reopen the public hearing. 
 
Jacob Billig: I mean, we're not, we're not going to rule out everything we think, we think the board 
satisfied the requirement to have the public hearing. The public hearing should be closed as the 
process develops.  
 
James Crowley: We may have to open it again. 
 
Jacob Billig: If board feels then we can, then we can. If we could address that at that time, you 
may not have to. So, it's hard to predict the future. Right now, we have a lot of homework to do 
on a bunch of issues. 
 
James Crowley: Yes. 
 
Jacob Billig: And, you know, so we would, we would recommend, we think it's appropriate to close 
the public hearing and then allow us to move on to our next steps. 
 
James Crowley: Okay. 
 
Barbra Lerner:  If I might just comment on closing the public hearing. In all of the time that I've 
visited various boards, I've never seen a public hearing reopened for any reason at all. I would be 
a little reluctant, since these meetings are not zoomed, and minutes are not available and 
documents are not available online with the number of people that live for the winter out of the 
area. 
 
James Crowley: I-I I've heard that concern before, and I completely understand that, right? 
I've sat on these boards for 25 years. I have to be here at this moment. I can't be in Florida. 
So unfortunately, I understand and I feel your pain on that. But that is, that is not a board. 
 
Barbra Lerner: It’s… 
 
James Crowley: That's not a board issue. Okay? 
 
Barbra Lerner: I understand.  
 
James Crowley: That has to be addressed to the town board, and what they want to do. 
 
Barbra Lerner: All I ask is that you give people who are not here, who may be caring for their 
parents as I do. I am a full-time caregiver. Even though I live here, I don't have the opportunity to 
go Florida. I had to make special arrangements to be here tonight because it's my night on to give 
people who are not able to physically come here or the meetings or physically go to Town Hall to 
see the full application and drawings, the opportunity to at least discuss this and perhaps issue 
additional comments to you. 
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James Crowley: That is an issue, zoom things, an issue to take to the Town Board, not the 
Planning Board. 
 
Barbra Lerner: I understand. 
 
James Crowley: Okay, so does anyone have any other questions? Because I want to get back, 
otherwise we're going to be here all night. 
 
Gary Takourian: Well, I, one, I’m looking at the design. How much of the property does the building 
encompass of the property? Is it 75% with the blacktop? 80% of the property? We got a number 
on that? 
 
Jacob Billig: We're within the code in terms of the space that's we're allowed to take up, The Town 
engineer checked it. So, we meet code. This is, again, it's the same design as was approved and 
met code back then, we haven't changed that. 
 
Gary Takourian: Is it all going to be built in one shot, or are we going on stages here. 
 
Jacob Billig: I don't know if it's phase construction or not.  
 
James Crowley: Denise? 
 
Denise Frangipani: I respectfully ask the board to keep this hearing open. Given the number of 
questions.  
 
James Crowley: All right, so now I want to have a discussion with the board on what the board's 
feeling is. You can do it a couple different ways.  We can keep it open. He already said he’ll 
relinquish the 62 days, as far as the clock goes, that's option one. Option two is we can close this, 
and then if stuff comes up, we can reopen. 
 
Daniel Gettel: Keep it open. 
 
James Crowley: Or you can close it. I want to hear the opinion of the board. 
 
Michael Cassaro: My opinion is to leave it open. For all the reasons that these people just said, 
there was a, they spoke, they spoke intelligently. They have legitimate concerns. And this is not 
all the people who have concerns. I want to hear from a lot more people, because there's going 
to be changes. What you see here is not going to be the final product. There are concerns by the 
different agencies. And when we have something complete to show them that this is the way it's 
going to be, then we can hear what their input is to us, so we can make an educated vote on that. 
 
James Crowley: Okay. 
 
Steve Simpson: I agree. I agree with Mike. I don't want to close the public hearing either. I again, 
there is, there is this way too many questions. 
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Daniel Gettel: I also agree with Steve and Mike, there's no guarantee that we are going to reopen 
a public hearing. 
 
Michael Cassaro: That's right. 
 
Daniel Gettel: Well, we clearly have to get our business done too. So, we can't, every meeting 
can’t be a public hearing. 
 
James Crowley: Correct. In every meeting, we'll take public comment at the end of the meeting, 
because we still need to do our due diligence and work. 
 
Daniel Gettel: Michele, you're okay with that, that procedure, if we can do our business and then 
do a public hearing? 
 
Jacob Billig: So, I’m, not under… 
 
James Crowley: Hang on, Hang on. 
 
Michele Babcock: Of course, yeah. The way you structure your agenda is fine.  
 
Jacob Billig: So, I’m, not under… 
 
James Crowley: Hang on, Hang on. I want to get through the board, ok.  
 
Jacob Billig: Sorry, ok. 
 
James Crowley: Bob? 
 
Robert Yakin: I'm okay with leaving the meeting open like Dan says, my only concern would be 
we can't have 2 hours of public comment because we have to get through to business. If we can 
work out something where we can have comments afterward, 
 
James Crowley: After we go through work. 
 
Daniel Gettel: And I think we have to acknowledge that Mr. Billing is not usually the only applicant 
on the Planning Board agenda. So, we're going to have applications that have nothing to do with 
the Mansion House. It's an open meeting, but we don't take public comments on property… 
 
James Crowley: Correct, right and not are we. Tim, you're not seated, but you may be through 
this process. 
 
Timothy Blais: I'm in agreement to leave it open as well, so that people have more questions as 
a process goes on. And, like you said, administrative comes first. 
 
James Crowley: Willie? 
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Wilfred Hughson: I agree with the rest of the board. 
 
James Crowley: Dave? 
 
David Slater:  Make it majority. 
 
James Crowley: It is majority. 
 
Bette Jean Gettel: All right, so I need a motion from someone to have the public hearing remain 
open. 
 
James Crowley: I’ll make a motion. 
 
Bette Jean Gettel: With a second 
 
Steve Simpson: I’ll second. 
 
Bette Jean Gettel: Second by Steve. 
 
James Crowley: Second by Steve. 
 
Bette Jean Gettel: All agree? 
 
Michele Babcock: If I can just confirm for the record that the public hearing will be continued until 
February 6 at 07:30 p.m. 
 
Daniel Gettel: If the applicant is okay with that date. 
 
Jacob Billig: Well, that's what I'm not understanding. I, how would, how… 
 
Daniel Gettel: We don't know that they will be able to come back with anything substantial. 
 
Michele Babcock: It could be at that time or any time thereafter.  
 
Jacob Billig: Right, So, by leaving the public hearing open, the public can come next month and 
comment again. So how, how is that. Is that going to be at the end of the meeting? 
 
James Crowley: Yes. 
 
Michael Cassaro: Yeah, at the end of the meeting. 
 
James Crowley: Yes, we still have to get through, otherwise we'll never and if we get through this. 
 
Jacob Billig: And if our submissions take a month or two, how, how will, how will that work? 
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Michele Babcock: Yeah, we will not notice it, so you will need to make the required submission 
deadline.  If you don't, then we will notice it for the following meeting. 
 
Jacob Billig: Understood, but if we again make our submissions for the February meeting, and 
then the board has additional questions, and we're going to make submissions in the March 
meeting. Are you going to, are you planning on keeping the public hearing open for each meeting 
that this project is on the agenda, 
 
Michele Babcock. The board would be allowed to make a decision at the next meeting whether 
they want to keep it open. 
 
Jacob Billig: Right, okay, so, so we'll have… Well, so the board's plan then is to have a public 
hearing for each meeting that this applicant is in front of it. 
 
Michele Babcock: No, that's not correct. 
 
Jacob Billig: Okay. 
 
Michele Babcock: What the board simply said was that they're continuing the public hearing until 
the next meeting. 
 
Jacob Billig: Right. Okay. All right, so that's, I mean, obviously, you we have to follow the wishes 
of the board, 
 
Daniel Gettel: Well, there is a lot to digest Jacob, that was raised tonight. So, we're not, you know,  
 
Jacob Billig: We, I think we, clearly, clearly. 
 
James Crowley: And you folks have a lot of homework. 
 
Jacob Billig: Yes. 

 
James Crowley: You have a big homework. 
 
Jacob Billig: Yes, we do. We do, okay, so we know that I understand how you want to approach 
this, I appreciate that. Thanks. 
 
Michael Cassaro: And, and I think it'd be good for the people to see you comply with what you 
said you're going to do? 
 
Jacob Billig: Yes, yes. 
 
Bette Jean Gettel: Now, just for the public, just as you understand. 
 
Jacob Billig: But they're going to say they don't want it anyway, 
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Bette Jean Gettel: February, we normally have a snow storm, our meetings end up being 
canceled. If it does get canceled, it will be posted on Facebook and the town website by twelve 
noon. So, you want to pay attention to it, because if you were planning on coming and the 
weather's not conclusive, that's what happens. Okay, you can always call the Building 
Department. We will have a really good idea if we're going through or not.  All right, thank you. 
 
James Crowley: Thank you everyone for coming.  
 
Bette Jean Gettel: Alright folks we still have a meeting to conduct, please quietly leave, we have 
to go into executive session. 
 
James Crowley: We still have to as a board go over things, anyone would like to make a motion 
to adjourn and go into executive session. 
 
Daniel Gettel: I'll make that motion. 
 
James Crowley: Motion by Dan. 
 
Steve Simpson: I’ll second it. 
 
James Crowley: Motion made by Dan and second by Steve, all in favor? 
 

 
Motion to go into executive session by Daniel Gettel and, second by Steve Simpson.  
 
All in favor: 8     Opposed: 0     Agreed and Carried 
 

 
Bette Jean Gettel: Alright folk, if we could please leave the room. 
 
James Crowley: Vicky I am going to request your presence, Dan also.  Christy, you are free to 
go, Kaitlen you are free to go too. 
 

 
Motion to come out of executive session by Daniel Gettel and, second by Steve Simpson.  
 
All in favor: 8     Opposed: 0     Agreed and Carried 
 

 
Motion to Adjourn the meeting by Daniel Gettel and, second by Steve Simpson.  
 
All in favor: 8     Opposed: 0     Agreed and Carried 
 

Meeting adjourned at 10: 30 pm on January 9, 2023. 
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Respectfully Submitted, 
 

 
Christy Flynn 

 

Building Department Clerk/Planning Board Clerk 


